
A Life Filled with a Purpose Is a Life Worth Living —
Jerome’s Meditation Journey     

Jerome is a certified health coach at the Institute for
Integrative Nutrition in Brooklyn, NY. His journey along the
path of meditation not only healed him of lingering depression,
but also helped him evolve toward a life of purpose &
fulfillment.   

Read more

Reincarnation and the Journey of the Soul

We are spiritual beings, having human experience. On its path
to self-realization, the soul participates in a great cosmic
drama. In each incarnation, it plays a role on the big stage of
life, according to a personal blueprint formed its current state
of evolution.

Read more

Understanding Flow — The Effortless State of Peak
Performance

Flow is a state of holistic involvement, intense engagement &
contentment in the present moment & activity. Flow triggers a
release of the happiness hormones, and the brainwaves shift
from beta to alpha & theta frequencies. Flow enhances
performance and stimulates creativity & innovation.  

Read more

When you understand your inner & outer purpose, you start living your life effortlessly &

joyfully. You take responsibility for the reality which you manifest and accept challenges as

opportunities to learn. You easily enter a state of �ow and achieve peak performance. 

Wisdom from Brahmarshi Patriji

How to Focus on Purpose of Life ~ Patriji

The true purpose springs out from the central core of your heart. The purpose of life
for Mahatma Gandhi was liberation of the country. The purpose of life for Mother
Theresa was to serve all the downtrodden. Every mother’s purpose is to raise her

children until they are grown. Your purpose changes at different stages of life. 
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